
   

Measurement of electromagne0c showers 

The measurement of the particle energy on calorimeters relies on the measurement 
of the sum of the hit energies in the shower produced by the particles. Even though 
the AHCAL is designed as a calorimeter for hadrons, you can measure the energy of 
electrons with it (but with rather limited resolution). You will use the DESY electron 
test beam to measure the linearity and resolution in the range from 1 to 5 GeV

 

Goal: 
• Learn how electromagnetic showers look like
• Learn about sensitivity to background events
• Learn about the dependence of the resolution on the particle energy
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Setup: 

The setup for this measurement is rather complex:
- The detector has 7 layers, 1 in front of the absorber (sees MIPs) and 6 inside 

the absorber (see electromagnetic showers)
- The detector is configured with a LabView program on a Windows PC
- Runs are started and stopped with EUDAQ on a Linux PC
- The LabView and the Windows PC are inside the beam area. In order to 

access them during the measurement there is a Linux PC with a rdesktop 
connection to both in the beam hut.

- The data are copied to a computer farm, the NAF, from a different Linux PC. 
- The data reconstruction and analysis are done on the NAF.

Photos of setup: 

  Top perspec0ve    Front perspec0ve 
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Data taking: 

• You will take the data together with the group analyzing the MIP data. 
• The data taking as well as the reconstruction takes some time, so it makes 

sense to start copying and reconstructing the data already directly after a run 
is finished. The reconstruction is different for the MIP and the shower data, so 
you will need to run your own reconstruction.

• For the shower measurement, we use positrons at a number of different 
energies.  
Take runs at 1 to 5 GeV in 1 GeV steps:

o Choose the beam settings (steering of the testbeam magnet)
o Start a new run in EUDAQ. Let it run for at least 200000 events (as 

counted for the bxidColl1 collector)

o Take note of the settings (run number, beam energy, …)
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o Check in the EUDAQ OnlineMonitor that the beam hits the detector in 
the center

o Check in LabView that the AHCAL is actually taking data (points are 
moving in the “Data Taking” tab)
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Copying of the data: 

On the leftmost PC (flchcallab5) in the beam hut, the directories of the EUDAQ PC 
are mounted, such that you can copy the data to the mass storage of the NAF. 

• In /home/calice/EDIT2020/data the directories are mounted, and there is a 
script to copy the data, copyData.sh

o Change to that directory: cd /home/calice/EDIT2020/data 
o Edit copyData.sh to use your user account (school06 or school07, the 

following examples will be given for school07) and the run(s) you want 
to copy

o Run it: ./copyData.sh 
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Analyse the data 

The analysis proceeds in several steps:
- Reconstruc0on of the data. In this step the pedestals are subtracted (they have 

been measured before, and the values are stored in a database), and the 
measured amplitudes are converted to the MIP scale (again, with calibrations 
taken from a database). 

- You can look at the reconstructed data in the event display
- The data are also saved in a root file, with which you can do an analysis

• For the reconstruction, open a connection to the NAF: 
o In a new terminal: ssh -X school07@naf-ilc11.desy.de 
o Initialtise software by source init_soAware.sh  
o Change to the directory with the scripts: cd calice_steering/EDIT2020 
o Edit runReco.sh, put the run number(s) you want to reconstruct. 
o Run it: ./runReco.sh 

•
• Look at some events in the event display:

o In the same directory, edit runEventDisplay.sh, put the run number you 
want to look at (only one run possible)

o Run it: ./runEventDisplay.sh 
o Do you see differences between the different energies? 

• Analyse the data in the root files:
o Change to the directory with the reconstructed data: 

• cd /nfs/dust/ilc/user/school07/EDIT2020/TBExercise/Reco
o Open a root file with root, and analyse the data:

▪ In the file, the variables for the data from the first layer start with 
ps_, for the data from the layers inside the absorber stack with 
ahc_

▪ The most important quantity for a calorimeter is the energy sum 
of all hits: ahc_energySum

▪ The DAQ of the detector stores every time slice with at least one 
hit above the trigger threshold (which is lower than the threshold 
applied in the reconstruction), so there is noise in the data. To 
get a cleaner event sample, try cuts on the number of hits 
(ahc_nHits), the shower center (ahc_cogX, ..Y, ..Z), the layer in 
which the shower start is reconstructed (ahc_st), …

▪ When you’ve managed to get a reasonably nice-looking energy 
sum distribution (they will not be perfectly Gaussian since we 
have used only a very preliminary calibration in the 
reconstruction), fit it with a Gaussian in a reasonable range

▪ From the mean and sigma of the Gaussian, check if the detector 
is linear, and how the relative resolution depends on the beam 
energy. Do you see the expected dependence? Do you have an 
idea how the resolution could be improved?
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